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Going with the
flow in Assam
JOHN BORTHWICK

I

ndian signs are a thing of wonder. “Elephant and mahout, 907 rupees. Lion or
circus tiger, 350 rupees,” says an old noticeboard listing local ferry prices on
northeastern India’s Brahmaputra
River. I check a small ferry as it pulls out
from near the town of Jorhat. It’s stacked with
people, cars and vans but I suspect I’m decades too late to see an elephant and mahout
or circus lions.
Further along the same riverbank I board
my own ride, the cruise ship MV Mahabaahu
where I’ll spend a week drifting downstream
through Assam state. As we set sail I notice a
little government pilot boat preceding us. On
its foredeck a man with a pole probes the
shallow river for its ever-shifting sandbars, as
his crew will do for the next 370km. Not once
do we run aground.
The Yarlong-Brahmaputra River flows
3850km from sacred Mount Kailash in Tibet,
through the eastern Himalayas, India and
Bangladesh before draining into the Bay of
Bengal. At times it is as wide as an inland sea,
a virtual moving ocean. While most Indian
rivers have female names, this one is totally
bloke, Brahmaputra meaning Son of Brahma,
Hindu boss god of the universe.
With its low hull and tall white superstructure, Mahabaahu, a modern, purpose-built
cruise ship, resembles a Mississippi riverboat
that has dispensed with its stern-wheel and
smokestacks. It has 23 cabins, Wi-Fi, airconditioning, a pool, 35 crew members, barber
shop, Ayurvedic spa and even an on-board
tailor. On this voyage there’s a light complement of guests, predominantly European,
all good mixers, including several Swiss and
French couples, and two “American Indians”
— long-term Indian expats from Chicago.
Neema, the ship’s cruise director otherwise
known as “Mama Buffalo” (her term), is almost as formidable as the river itself. She instructs us in all matters Indian, ensures a flow
of evening cocktails at the aptly named Soma
bar, leads the morning top-deck yoga sessions
(they’re optional) and ensures a shipshape
ship.
Our first excursion is to the ancient capital
of the Tibeto-Burman Ahom kings who ruled
northeastern India for six centuries until
1826. Shivasagar, “the ocean of Lord Shiva”,
sits beside a huge artificial lake and is home to
the beehive-domed Shiva Dol temple, built in
1734. Within its adumbral chambers, devotees
burn incense and votive candles and make
small offerings to Shiva.
It is here that I first note how “different”
Assamese folk seem to their counterparts,
particularly in urban India. There are no
crowds here, no jostling melee or shonky
astrologers. Occasionally, a family asks us for
a novelty selfie with their children — a pleasure all round and never intrusive.
In 1837 a parched British colonial “discovered” a highly drinkable variety of Assamese
tea-plant and within a few decades these temperate uplands were carpeted with tea gardens. We drive to the stately Haroocharai
Plantation for lunch and, of course, a cuppa or
three. Extraordinarily, one of our Indian passengers, who has lived her adult life in Chicago, recognises the estate owner as the
cousin of her close childhood friend from
some 60 years ago. Small world, small state —
there are only 31 million people in Assam.
By night we anchor alongside sandbanks.
After cocktails around a bonfire and dinner
on board I head to the top deck. Here, light
years removed from the Klaxon traffic and
Bollywood din of city India, you can hear the
duck-honking, frog-calling riverbank music
that has always played.
Majuli, the world’s largest inhabited river
island, used to occupy 880sq km but time and
Brahmaputra tides have whittled it down to
less than 350sq km. Some 150,000 people,
many from the animist Mishing tribe, live in
this diminished area although their homes
continue to be consumed by monsoonal
floods.
If Shivasagar was Shiva’s stomping ground,
Majuli is Vishnu’s turf, and home to satras, or
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monasteries, devoted to him. We visit one,
Kamalabari Satra, to watch its priests dancing
but first our guide cautions: “Their dance is a
devotion to Vishnu, not an entertainment. So
they don’t want applause or clapping.”
A dozen priests clad in white and carrying
drums and cymbals burst into a co-ordinated,
flowing dance, swaying and rotating to the
rhythm of their percussion and chants. The
sound fills the temple as they perform for 20
minutes, not for us but Vishnu. We curb our
enthusiasm for their performance, remembering that the only thing more impolite than
not clapping would be to clap.
We walk to a Mishing village where dozens
of children and adults come from their raised
wooden houses to say hello, offer handwoven fabrics for sale or hop into our photos.
They all have a good laugh when one French
couple bravely volunteers to be dressed in traditional Indian garb. She looks elegant, of
course. He looks like the Pope demoted to
missionary duties.
Along the river we visit thriving villages
where the alluvial flats are lush with corn and
blazing yellow rape. Bridges, some of them
kilometres long, occasionally hurdle the vast
stream but the little water traffic I see consists
of local ferries and fishing canoes. In a week
on the river we spot only one other cruise vessel. More astonishing for me is that “somewhere out there”, beyond the shore, are 1.2
billion people, yet there’s often not a soul to
be seen.
“Incredible India” is the national tourism
shout-line. So when I see listed on our itinerary a visit to a factory at Silghat where “jute
fibre takes the form of very eco-friendly
gunny bags”, the term “incredible” comes to
mind, though underwhelmingly so. How
wrong can a sceptic be?
We step into a fascinating, almost Dickensian scene; a cavernous factory where antique
mechanisms — massive looms, shuttles, rollers and spindles — plus weavers, all in perpetual motion, are cranking out great lengths
of jute fabric that in turn are soon cut and
stitched into gunny sacks. The postwar British machinery seems as archaic as a spinning
jenny but it still runs hummingly. Ironically,
the mill could easily upgrade to digital technology and halve or quarter its workforce but,
being a co-operative that supports 600 families, they won’t have a bar of it.
An early wake-up call tips us into the dawn
for the long drive to Kaziranga National Park,
home of the one-horned Indian rhinoceros
and hundreds of species including swamp
deer, wild elephants, eagles, buffalo and the
famed Bengal tiger. “This is the place to refresh your mind,” calls the guide Babu as we
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climb aboard an elephant’s well-upholstered
howdah and set out across the savanna in
search of creatures great and small. It takes
just 10 minutes to find “great”, our first rhino,
pale, massive, plate-armoured and horn intact, grazing just metres away, unperturbed.
World Heritage-listed Kaziranga hosts
two-thirds of the world population of
this endangered species, some 2400
of them now, up from a catastrophic 40 in the 1960s. Swaying with our mount’s steady,
rock ’n’ roll gait, we spot another half a dozen rhinos
over the next two hours, as
well as hog deer, ibis, eagles,
brilliant turquoise kingfishers and a distant hornbill.
Somewhere in the 430sq km
park are 115 Royal Bengal tigers, feline aristocrats whose
ancestors learned long ago that
the trick to surviving to see tomorrow is to not be seen today. And
so it is on our safari.
We’re on the home stretch now. Tomorrow will come Guwahati, Assam’s largest
city, and all the farewells but this afternoon
we visit tiny Umananda, or Peacock, Island.
At just 4ha it claims, in contrast to Majuli, to
be the world’s smallest inhabited river island.
In the endless storytelling of Hindu creation
myths, the lord of Eros supposedly was born
here. We find a modest Shiva temple that’s
popular with local pilgrims but more fascinating is a rare golden langur monkey who poses
for our photographs.
The sun sets on the swirling river as we
head back for a farewell Indian feast. I take a
nostalgic last lap around our good ship Mahabaahu. I love my ensuite cabin with its Brahmaputra-wide windows and small balcony,
and all the more so for the television not
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IN THE KNOW
A seven-night Brahmaputra cruise on
MV Mahabaahu starts from $2948 a
person, twin-share. Excursions are
included in the price. Voyages run in
both directions between the Assam
ports of Jorhat and Guwahati. Fly to
either one via Kolkata.
■ cruisetraveller.com.au

working. The library is ripe with good books
for raiding. The Soma lounge lives up to the
Vedic tradition for elixirs and the shaded top
deck has been the perfect perch for sundowners as the river dissolves into dusk.
Our last hoorah is a visit, en route to Guwahati airport, to the powerful Kamakhya

Temple devoted to Shakti, the eternal feminine, or goddess of desire. As I’m about to depart the ship, I see a Gangetic dolphin splash
a fleeting appearance-disappearance in midstream, which I’ll take as a good omen.
At the temple we find hundreds of Shakti
devotees who’ve travelled from across Assam
to queue for hours to enter the inner sanctum
of the Kamakhya’s mysteries. Blood and fertility, gods and goddesses, Eros and animal
sacrifices — here is religion-as-life, as raw
and fundamental as existence. Being Assam,
they add incense, souvenir stalls, music, chai,
lunch and pappadums with everything.
Meanwhile, our secular devotion is to
flight schedules. We weave our way back
through the temple throng to the car and
head to the airport.
John Borthwick was a guest of Adventure Resorts and Cruises, and Cruise Traveller.

